Get Started with New ECDL
A User Guide for Test Centres

New ECDL means more choice and greater flexibility for candidates and test centres. An
expanded range of at least 11 New ECDL modules is now available and easily managed
through ics-skills.net.

Choosing ECDL module combinations is dealt with through the use of ‘Packages’.

This guide shows you how to:
Part A: Work with New ECDL Packages
View, choose and create packages
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Part B: Work with New ECDL Classes
Enrol candidates with a New ECDL package
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Part C: Work with New ECDL Candidate Selections
Edit individual candidate module selections
Allocate an additional module to a candidate
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Troubleshooting
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If you need assistance with any of the items in this guide please contact our support
team at support@ics.ie or 01 237 7799 who will be happy to help.
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PART A: Work with New ECDL Packages
Log into www.ics-skills.net and you will be greeted by the following screen (or one very similar to it).
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Choose Packages from the blue menu bar at the top of the page.
If it’s not already selected, choose New ECDL from the drop-down menu on the left.

There are four tabs in the Manage Packages section:
Product Modules
Standard Packages
Customs Packages
Create a New Package

Lists NEW ECDL modules
Lists the pre-defined package templates created by ICS Skills
Lists any custom package templates you created
Where you create a new custom package template
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A.1 Standard and Custom Packages Tabs
Before creating any classes, click on the “Standard Packages” and/or the “Your Custom Packages”
tabs to view available packages.



To make things easier, we have already created some packages for you (listed in “Standard
Packages”). Each pre-defined package has a name e.g. SECURITY 2007.
On the “Your Custom Packages” tab, you will a list of all the packages that have previously
been created by your centre.

In either of the above tabs, clicking the package name expands a list showing the modules in that
package (click the package name again to collapse the list of its modules). Further detail on each
module is provided as follows:

Module
LMS Course Name
ATS Test Name

The name of the New ECDL module
The name of the courseware associated with the module and included in
the template
The name of the test associated with the module and included in the
template

The list of packages and modules is quite a long list so scroll down through it to view all details.

Some of the first few modules of
the COLLABORATION 2013 predefined package are shown on
the right.
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Predefined Templates:
Here is the list of package templates created by ICS Skills and the modules they contain. Most will
have 2013, 2010 and 2007 versions (denoting the version of MS Office) where applicable e.g.
SECURITY 2013 and SECURITY 2013.
COLLABORATION
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Using Databases
Presentation
Online Collaboration

SECURITY
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Using Databases
Presentation
IT Security

WEB
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Using Databases
Presentation
Web Editing

GRAPHICS
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Using Databases
Presentation
Image Editing

PROJECT
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Presentation
Online Collaboration
Project Planning

WEB & GRAPHICS
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Presentation
Image Editing
Web Editing

ESSENTIALS
Computer Essentials
Online Essentials
Word Processing
Spreadsheets
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A.2 Create a New Package Tab
Decide what ECDL modules you are going to teach your learners before you create any classes. If
you don’t see the combination you need in the pre-defined packages, you can create a custom
package. You only need to create a custom package once and then you can reuse it over and over.
Select Packages as before and click the Create a New Package tab.

In the Package Name field, enter a name for your custom package template, e.g., “My Custom
Package”.
To add a test module for the Automated Testing System (ATS) to your new custom package
template, select the Test check-box for the relevant module, e.g. Word Processing New ECDL. You
can then choose the desired software version that the test will be for, e.g., Word 2003, Word 2007,
Word 2010 or Word 2013.
To add a course content module for the Learning Management System (LMS), the process is the
same: check the Course box and again select the desired software version.
Note: Some modules, e.g., Web Editing and Image Editing don’t currently have different versions so
their drop-down has only one option.
When you have finished adding all your tests and courseware options, you should review your
choices; you can un-check any module’s test or courseware if you change your mind.
When you are satisfied with your selection, click the Save button. You should see a confirmation
message (in green), when your package has been created:

Return to the Your Custom Packages tab and see your newly created custom package at the top of
the list.
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PART B: Work with New ECDL Classes
The overall process for creating classes and enrolling candidates is the same as before, i.e.






Create your class
Pick your Package
Candidates self-register
Enrol candidates for Learning
Enrol for candidates for Testing

There are two changes to note with New ECDL:
1. New ECDL is a different product to ECDL Syllabus 5.0. Candidates self-register into a New
ECDL class. Coordinators select the New ECDL product when in ics-skills.net.
2. Picking your package in New ECDL means selecting the ECDL modules you want to deliver as
well as the software version. Pick one of the pre-defined package templates (see part A
above for the full list) or a custom package you previously created.

B.1 Create a New ECDL Class
Log into www.ics-skills.net and select Classes from the blue menu bar at the top of the page.
If it’s not already selected, choose New ECDL from the drop-down menu on the left.
Choose “Create New Class” from the list of centres and classes on the left and give the class a name.
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B.2 Select a New ECDL Package
In the Packages dropdown list you will see the pre-defined packages and any custom packages you
have previously created. Pre-defined packages appear under the heading Standard; the packages
you have created appear under Custom. If you don’t see what you want at this stage, you can create
your own custom package (as outlined in part A above).
Select the package you require and click the Save button. The newly created class will be added to
the list of classes on the left-hand-side. You can now manage this new class:

Clicking the class in the tree structure on the left and then clicking the Packages tab on the right
displays the default number of test and courseware units allocated to a candidate on enrolment.
The example below shows the default which is zero diagnostic units and zero certificate units.

These fields are used to pre-populate the Diagnostic Units and the Cert Units fields in the Test subsection of the Candidates tab.
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You can change this default, if you wish. There’s no need to “save” this change; the changes take
place straight away.

Changing the default units on a class package saves you allocating units candidate by candidate,
before enrolling for testing.

B.3 Assign Candidates to Class
Clicking on the Candidates tab allows you to manage candidates to this class.
The Status sub-tab lists the candidates who are assigned to the current class. This section also gives
you fine-grained control when enrolling candidates for learning and / or testing (see Part C for
further details).
Candidates attached to your centre who are not already assigned to a class are listed in the Assign
sub-tab. You can assign them to the current class by selecting the check-box next to each candidate’s
name and clicking on the “Assign Candidates to Class” button (which appears when a candidate is
selected).
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B.4 Enrol Candidates for Learning and Testing
1. From the Candidates tab, click on the E-learning sub-tab to enrol members of the class in the
Learning Management System (LMS).

Selecting the check-box for a candidate will automatically update the number of Learning Units that
will be used up for the selected candidate (this corresponds to the number of modules in the class
package). This screen also shows how many Learning Units are available to your centre.
Click the “Submit Candidates for Learning” button to give the selected candidates access to
courseware in the LMS.
The Candidates can now log on to the ECDL learner page at https://cms.ics-skills.net/learner/ to
access the class courseware.
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2. Click the Test sub-tab to enrol members of the class in the Automated Testing System (ATS).

This screen lists each member of the class and allows you to assign Units – credits for the candidate
to do a Diagnostic (practice) test or a Certification (actual) test. Each student also requires a Skillcard
– if this is the first time they’re being enrolled for tests.
This screen shows the total amount of Units for Diagnostic tests, Certification tests and Skillcards
that are available to your centre. The number of skill-cards required will increase automatically as
candidates are selected.
Confirm or change the number of Diagnostic and Certificate Units that are to be allocated to each
candidate as required and click the “Submit Candidates for Testing” button to enrol them for
testing.
The Candidates can now log on to the ECDL learner page at https://cms.ics-skills.net/learner/ to
access their tests.
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The Self Reg tab can be used to
allow candidates self-register
themselves directly into a class. This
can be easier than manually
assigning candidates.
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PART C: Work with New ECDL Candidate Selections
You can also tailor individual candidate module selections at the time of enrolment or add additional
modules to one or more candidates in a class after enrolment.

C.1 Edit Candidate Selections:
This feature is an alternative way to enrol candidates in the Learning Management System and /or
the Automated Testing System. It allows the class co-ordinator more fine-grained control over the
Learning and Testing modules being assigned to candidates, e.g. candidates can be assigned extra
modules that aren’t part of the package that was used to create the class.
Select your class on the left and open the Candidates tab on the right. Click on the Status sub-tab if
not already on this page. This lists each candidate assigned to the class.
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Clicking on the Modules button will cause the pop up window (as shown below) to appear. You can
click the Edit button and make changes to the selected modules by ticking the check-boxes and
selecting the module version.

At any point you may allocate an additional module to a candidate within a class and / or change the
software version.
You can also allocate additional Diagnostic and Certificate Units to the candidate when they are
submitted to the Automatic Testing System.
When you’re happy with your customisations for the candidate, press the Submit Candidate button
and you should see the following message:

This indicates that the candidate was successfully enrolled in the Learning Management System
and/or the Automated Testing System.
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Troubleshooting
What happens if I make a mistake and enrol candidates or classes for the wrong course modules in
the Learning Management System (LMS)?
You can undo a candidate enrolment for training and testing if it is within 10 days of the class or
candidate being enrolled. If this is the case, you can contact the ICS Skills support team at
support@ics.ie to reverse this change. Note that after 10 days, this option is not possible.
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